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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a novel scheme for Chinese text recognition in images and videos. It’s different from traditional paradigms that binarize text images, fed the binarized text to an OCR engine and get the recognized results. The proposed scheme, named grayscale based Chinese Image Text Recognition (gCITR), implements the recognition directly on grayscale pixels via the following steps: image text over-segmentation, building recognition graph, Chinese character recognition and beam search determination. The advantages of gCITR lie in: (1) it does not heavily rely on the performance of binarization, which is not robust in practical and thus severely affects the performance of OCR, (2) grayscale image retains more information of the text thus facilitates the recognition. Experimental results on text from 13 TV news videos demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed gCITR, from which significant performance gains are observed.

Index Terms— Chinese Text Recognition, Image Text, Video Text, grayscale recognition

1. INTRODUCTION

In order to quickly locate interested content in massive amounts of multimedia data, much research has been done in content based image research [1] and video story summarization [2, 3]. Textual information in image, especially the superimposed text, offers more reliable clues for it relates high level semantic summarization. While commercial optical character recognition (OCR) systems have already reached high performances for document images, the recognition of text in images or videos (e.g. superimposed text) is still a challenging problem, especially for Chinese text recognition. This is attributed to, on the one hand, the stroke number of a Chinese character with same-sized block space varies dramatically; on the other hand, a much larger category set is involved, and therefore more confusion between similar characters needs to manage.

Since the poor performance of commercial OCR is caused by complex background and low resolution when applied to image text recognition, various kinds of sophisticated binarization algorithms such as [4, 5, 6] have been developed to extract text from complex background. However, as an unsupervised process, binarization is a very challenging problem when image text suffers from several degradations such as uneven lighting, complex background, blur and so on. Furthermore, remarkable within-class variances, i.e., the same Chinese character with diverse fonts, different sizes, as well as subtle among-class differences between some category pairs, are also big and intractable problems. Therefore, instead of striving to explore a high performance binarization algorithm, we handle this challenging problem in character recognition step, i.e. recognizing the image text directly on grayscale pixels, for it’s a supervised process and more capable of dealing with the problem.

Another challenge in Chinese image text recognition comes from segmentation (i.e. splitting the images of text line into pieces corresponding to single character), for a considerable part of Chinese characters inhere the structure of separation from the left and right sides. Furthermore, touching characters caused by binarization algorithm of poor performance would also bring about more improperly extracted chars that are usually impossible to recognize correctly with currently used methods. In order to settle these problems, a technique of over-segmentation is introduced, which is widely used in handwriting Chinese character string recognition [7, 8] and English text recognition [9]. It tries to find all the potential splitting points in a graphical representation of the text line and then attempt to eliminate the improper ones.

This paper proposes an over-segmentation based on a vertical histogram of the resulting image of binarization for generating potential splitting points. Based on this, a graph is built on account of geometry information of splitting points, and character recognition model is applied to every cropped image defined by two connected vertexes. Then, from start vertex step by step all the way to end vertex, a dynamical process of building and pruning the lattice is performed. At each step, every recognition result is estimated by a 3-gram language model [10] according to different histories. Along with this, a beam search by maximizing the objective function defined on the linear combination of recognition score and language score is performed to find the best path. The characters corresponding to arches in the best path will be the recognition results. This will not only eliminate the improper splitting points but also make use of N-best recognition results. Therefore, our method is particularly robust to complex background, low resolution or video coding artifacts. Experimental results on text from 13 TV news videos demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed gCITR. Significant performance gains are observed compared to ABBYY FineReader [11], which is used as the baseline system at 11th [12, 13], 12th [14] the Robust Reading Competition respectively.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss related work in Section 2. In Section 3, the proposed recognition scheme is explained in detail. Section 4 shows experimental configurations and results. The work is finally concluded in Section 5.

2. RELATED WORK

For image text recognition, the two editions of the Robust Reading Competition at 11th [12, 13], 12th [14] International conference on Document Analysis and Recognition respectively, show active in-
terest in this research area. Variety kinds of algorithms have been proposed to settle the problem. Roughly, they can be classified into two categories: methods based on binarization and methods based on holistic approach. The methods (like Mishra [4], Boris [6], etc.) based on binarization dedicate to developing a high performance algorithm to binarize text image, fed the resulting image to commercial OCR engine and get the results. The methods (like Zohra [9], Yokobayashi [15], etc) based on holistic approach use an over-segmentation and beam search architecture to get recognition results, since touching characters in English words are quite common. The latter methods have shown promising performance in image text recognition in recent years. Yokobayashi et al [15] proposed two systems for character recognition in natural scene images which modified the recognition step based on an improved version of the global affine transformation (GAT) correlation technique for grayscale character images. Zohra et al [9] proposed an Image Text Recognition Graph depicting the architecture, using a convolutional neural network for over-segmentation and character recognition.

In Chinese image text recognition, only the former methods [16, 17] have been reported so far as we know. An important reason is that one may not be able to find so much labeled data to train a character recognition model since Chinese character has so large categories. Take offline Chinese handwriting character recognition in 12th [18] International conference on Document Analysis and Recognition for example, the total categories and samples are 3755 and about 1.1 million respectively. Therefore, methods which could overcome this challenge would be a preferable choice.

3. CHINESE IMAGE TEXT RECOGNITION

The proposed recognition scheme for Chinese image text includes four main steps: image text over-segmentation, building recognition graph, Chinese character recognition and beam search determination. It’s worth to mention that beam search determination selects the optimal recognized path based on outputs from both the recognition model and language model. Along with this, a dynamical process of building and pruning the lattice is performed and the result is obtained by maximizing objective function defined on lattice. The flowchart is shown in Fig. 1.

3.1. Image Text Over-segmentation

In order to do over-segmentation, a roughly extracted binary character image is needed. Therefore, a double-edge [19, 20] feature map is extracted from text image, which portrays the distinguishing trait of the characters. Paper [20] develops a fast and unified method of searching double-edge features occurring with a certain distance.

Let arbitrary pixel belonging to text image be represented by \( p \). In one direction across \( p \), the intensity of \( p \) being estimated to belong to a double-edge with thickness \( W \) can be calculated as follow:

\[
DE^d(x) = f(x) - \min_{i \in [1,W-1]} \{ \max (f(x-i), f(x+W-i)) \}
\]

Therefore, the intensity of \( p \) being estimated to belong to a double-edge with thickness \( W \) in an image can be approximated as follow:

\[
DE(p) = \max \left\{ 0, \max_{d \in [0,3]} \{ DE^d(x) \} \right\}
\]

Here, \( d = 0, 1, 2, 3 \) refer to four directions \( \{ 0, \frac{\pi}{4}, \frac{\pi}{2}, \frac{3\pi}{4} \} \), which approximate most possible edge directions around a pixel. After this process, characters, which have trait of double-edge, stand out and backgrounds are suppressed. A global threshold \( T \) obtained by Otsu [21] could separate stroke pixels from background. In experiment, the maximum thickness \( W \) is set 10 pixels.

Character segmentation is one of the key steps in character string recognition, for improperly extracted characters not only result in wrong recognition itself but also may influence the global best path searching. In order to solve this problem, over-segmentation technique is introduced to try to find all potential splitting points of the text line and then attempt to eliminate the improper ones. Since Chinese character usually has approximate square structure and touching characters mostly caused by poor performance of binarization algorithm, methods based on vertical histogram (i.e. a vertical projection) [22] of the resulting image of binarization step are very suitable considering both efficiency and performance. Vertical histogram is a function counts the number of white pixels in each column and allows for easy detection of empty columns and simple touching characters. Since splitting points mostly occur on the local minima, classical segmentation algorithm simply chooses all local minima below the specified threshold as splitting points. This may result in under or over segmentation when applied to different datasets. On account of this, an algorithm 1 is developed based on vertical histogram to do over-segmentation, in which \( W \) and \( H \) denote the width and height of the image text line respectively.

Fig. 2 shows the differences between classical segmentation [9] and over-segmentation intuitively. Obviously, there are much more splitting points found in over-segmentation in order to ensure all true splitting points included. And we can also see that in classical segmentation, under or over segmentation is inevitable. The true splitting positions will be determined by the overall process as detailed in the following paragraphs.

3.2. Graph Built On Geometry Information

This step takes the over-segmentation results as input and a graph is built by considering every splitting point as a vertex. To build the connections between vertices, we choose to apply some constraints
Algorithm 1 Over segmentation based on vertical histogram.

Main:
1: SplitArray []
2: minStep = max(4, H/10)
3: maxWidth = 0.7 × H
4: oversegmentation(0, W)
5: sort(SplitArray)

Function: oversegmentation(a, b)
1: Return if b-a ≤ maxWidth - 2×minStep
2: Find smallest local minima t falling in [a, b]
3: If not found, t = min(a, b)
4: Push SplitArray, t
5: oversegmentation(a+minStep, t-minStep)
6: oversegmentation(t+minStep, b-minStep)

---

Fig. 2. Over-segmentation versus classical segmentation

In order to optimize the computation without losing efficiency, since the length-width ratio of a character varies in a certain range. These constraints are:

- A vertex i is connected to a vertex j (j > i) if the length-width ratio of the cropped image between them is within a chosen interval. This means that we have to evaluate the minimum and the maximum width of character given the text line height.
- A vertex i cannot be connected to a vertex j (j > i) if there is a former vertex k (k ≥ i) of j and values of vertical histogram in the interval between them are all zero. In other words, spaces between the characters will not be considered.

### 3.3. Chinese Character Recognition

Different from English image character recognition task, which already has many public labeled dataset such as [12, 13, 14], there is not any available labeled datasets in Chinese image character recognition. An important reason is that one may not be able to find so much data to train a character recognition model since Chinese character has so large categories. On account of this, we automatically generate the training datasets and use them to train a recognition model. Like in the paper [23] a scheme is developed to generate the noise labeled data using existing dataset to test model capacity, we use standard machine-born Chinese characters as the label dataset and noise them with proposed scheme. The detail is as follow.

Firstly, 4120 character categories are selected as recognition vocabulary, which include 3755 Chinese characters of GB2312-1, 245 extensional high frequency Chinese characters, 94 printable Ascii symbols and 26 punctuation symbols according to frequency.

Secondly, plenty of patches are randomly cropped from a set of grayscale images to be used as the background, which are randomly extracted from news video and downloaded from the internet. Patch-ess which have low pixel variance (i.e. contained little texture) were ignored. Lastly, we choose combination of 11 fonts, 5 different sizes and 3 degrees of boldness to generate the standard data and each of them is noised using 3 different variance backgrounds. In total, 495 (case number of each category) × 4120 (number of all categories) samples are generated.

After generating training data, a multilayer perception model is trained on the feature of 512d of 8 directions gradient histogram. The architecture of recognizer consists of a 512d input layer, two 2048d hidden sigmoid layers and a 4120d softmax activation output layer. Initial weights are drawn from a uniform random distribution in the range [-0.05; 0.05]. Then every cropped image corresponding to each arch in the graph built before is processed by the recognizer system and N-best results associated with their probabilities are reserved. The results of this step are given as inputs to the graph weights calculator.

### 3.4. Beam search determination

After processed by recognition step, each arch in the graph represents N-best results corresponding to cropped image; therefore the arch is replaced by N arches having same start and end vertex but different characters associated with their probabilities. Then, from start vertex 0 step by step all the way to end vertex 9 (take the Fig. 1 for example), a dynamical process of building and pruning the lattice is performed. Along with this, a beam search is performed to find the best path. In each step from vertex i to i + 1, every arch that arrived to vertex i + 1 is processed by a character based 3-gram language model. According to the different histories (only two former character considered in our case) of the character corresponding to arch, the arch is again replaced by many arches representing each unique different one. In each unique arch, a recognition probability Rprob and a 3-gram language probability Lscore are recorded. The total score of the arch is calculated as follow:

\[
edgescore_{i,j} = \alpha \log(Rprob) + (1-\alpha)\log(Lprob)
\] (3)

Here, \(\alpha\) is the proportion of language score and recognition score and equals 0.9 in our experiment. Since 3-gram language model is applied to every different character arrived to vertex i + 1, quite a lot of arches are added to the vertex i + 1. Therefore, a pruning strategy is adopted to improve the efficiency and keep recognition accuracy meanwhile. Only the top M (M is set to 50 in our case) arches that arrived vertex i + 1 are reserved and others are all pruned. The total score from start vertex to vertex i + 1 via k-th path is defined as follow:

\[
totalscore_k^{i+1} = \left( \sum_k edgescore \right) / edge(k)
\] (4)

where \(\sum_k edgescore\) represents the sum of all edgescore in k-th path and edge(k) represents the total arch number in the k-th path. When process arrives the end vertex, the maximum totalscore path will be the best path and the characters corresponding to arches in the best path will be the recognition results. Fig.1 illustrates the whole recognition scheme with an example.

### 4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS ANALYSIS

To test the performance of the proposed scheme, we have run a series of experiments on a dataset containing various image text, which are collected from 13 TV news videos respectively, denoting each
set with its original TV program name. Each of them is about 30-minute long and they are completely different from each other. Since the same text in video will last for a certain period of time, only one of them is cropped manually. And every line of the text block is fully annotated and saved separately for only the problem of image Chinese character string recognition is focused on. These text line images are of different sizes (17×85, 30×378, 49×452), different colors, different fonts, and different character pitches and suffered from different kinds of distortion. These include complex background, low resolution, similar foreground background color, uneven light and so on. Fig. 3 shows some typical type samples from each dataset intuitively. Table 1 shows recognition accuracy of each dataset and other detail parameters associated with it such as the total of text line and the total of character. There are 1131 text lines and 12700 characters in the dataset respectively.

For comparison, we test all the datasets with ABBYY FineReader 10.0 [11]. As a commercial OCR, ABBYY can recognize not only document images but also text in general images; therefore it’s been used as the baseline system of the two editions of the Robust Reading Competition at 11th [12, 13], 12th [14] International conference on Document Analysis and Recognition respectively. The task of robust reading competition is locating and recognizing the English word in images. In our case, Chinese character string recognition problem is concerned and ABBYY is also suitable to be used as the baseline system since simplified Chinese recognition is supported.

Recognition accuracy of both systems is showed in Fig.4. It can be found that when image text lines have clean background and high resolution, both systems could achieve a high performance, such as in DFTV dataset. But when applied to complex background and low resolution image text, our system is more robust than ABBYY. The average recognition accuracy of both system is 85.44% and 53.59% respectively. There is an enhancement of 59.4% over all the whole dataset. Since our scheme directly recognizes image in grayscale space and only generated data is used to train the recognizer, it is less dependent on dataset and more transferable over different kinds of image text. Hence, it is very robust to the complex background image text.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a new scheme for Chinese image text recognition, directly recognizing text on grayscale image instead of binary counterpart. Therefore, it does not heavily rely on the performance of binarization thus facilitates the recognition. In order to solve the problem of touching characters and separation structure character, an over-segmentation technique is introduced to try to find all potential splitting points. And then, a dynamical process of building and pruning the lattice will not only eliminate the improper splitting points but also make use of N-best recognition results. Experimental results on text from 13 TV news videos demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed gCITR. In future work, we intend to explore sequence feature extraction methods by discriminating sequences as a whole [24] to improve the performance of recognition process.
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